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The use of Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA)-based therapies has recently become a point of disagreement
in the autism community.  

We write this statement to share our strong support for the use of therapies based on the principles of
ABA to help those on the autism spectrum, and to provide examples of how the science and research
behind ABA indicate that it is safe and effective in improving the functional abilities of people with autism
across the spectrum and across the lifetime.  We address four main points regarding utility of ABA
principles in autism intervention:

 ABA is not a single protocol or technique but rather is an approach or set of techniques
tailored to individual’s strengths and challenges.  

Applied Behavior Analysis encompasses a wide array of approaches to intervention, including highly
structured approaches (e.g., Discrete Trial Therapy) and naturalistic approaches (e.g., pivotal response
training or natural environment teaching). The goal of applied behavior analysis is to promote the
acquisition of skills needed to participate successfully in daily activities.  

ABA type approaches have changed over time.  The type of procedures used in the 1960s
are different than what it is used today.

The very first studies around ABA-based interventions were groundbreaking.  Previous to those studies
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which took place almost 60 years ago, parents were told that their children would never live productive
lives.  These first studies included mostly positive reinforcement with some punishment, using something
called discrete trial therapy (DTT).  Those early behavioral modification techniques led to children going to
school and being able to be more independent.  This kept people out of institutions enabled to remain in
their communities.  But as our scientific understanding of autism changed, so did the techniques used as
part of ABA.   Over the past 40 years, the term ABA has evolved to include a more holistic approach that
incorporates developmental and other learning theories.  Today, evidence-based autism therapies that
include principles of ABA entail a much broader array of goals, assessments, supports, and
accommodations that incorporate a person-led approach and encourage learning through activities that
are fun and engaging.   It also promotes the use positive, rather than negative reinforcement.

The procedures involved in ABA have become more sophisticated over time and with continual knowledge
about autism and how behavioral supports can improve the lives of those on the spectrum, it continues to
improve (Justin B. Leaf et al., 2021).  Many critics of ABA focus on punishment. Research has shown that
positive behavior supports are most effective, and the ABA field has evolved – and continues to evolve –
based on a growing body of research (Frampton & Shillingsburg, 2020; Maye et al., 2020; Sandbank et
al., 2020; Schmidt, Luiselli, Rue, & Whalley, 2013). ABA-based approaches, especially naturalistic,
developmental behavioral approaches, incorporate ideas and practices from many other schools of thought
regarding the science of learning, including developmental theory, cognitive theory, and constructivist
theories. 

Research has shown that ABA-based interventions help people with autism.   

Hundreds of studies, reviews and meta analyses collected over 40 years of research have shown that the
principles of ABA, when used correctly, can lead to progress in communication, language ability, cognitive
ability, academic skills, adaptive skills, and social interactive behavior in autistic individuals (Helt et al.,
2008; Rodgers et al., 2020; Smith & Iadarola, 2015; Weitlauf et al., 2014)   While ABA techniques can be
used across the lifetime, most of the science conducted so far has focused on use of these techniques
prior to age 10 (Howlin, Magiati, & Charman, 2009; Reichow, Hume, Barton, & Boyd, 2018; Rodgers et
al., 2020; Schreibman et al., 2015).    These changes lead to meaningful gains in quality of life, like
developing social connections and friendships (Kasari, Rotheram-Fuller, Locke, & Gulsrud, 2012),
maintaining employment (Wehman et al., 2017) and improved independence (Hume, Loftin, & Lantz,
2009).  

ABA can also dramatically reduce problem behaviors like aggression, destruction, and self-injury.  The
Certification Board for ABA therapists recommend positive rather than negative reinforcement such as
punishment be implemented in behavior plans.  

 The goal of ABA supports and therapies is not to change the essence of who someone is,
or to stigmatize non-harmful behaviors, but to lessen disability and help individuals and
families with ASD reach their goals.  

It is a mistake to throw out an entire canon of techniques and principles based on criticism of past
practices. The goal of ABA is to maximize communication skills and minimize challenging behaviors that
limit opportunity, not to eliminate neurodiversity.  In fact, autistic adults have acknowledged the benefits
of certain interventions based on the principles of ABA (Schuck et al., 2021).  Additional issues
surrounding the controversies around ABA are summarized and addressed in: J. B. Leaf et al., 2021.

The Autism Science Foundation supports the use of interventions based on the principles of ABA to help
individuals of all ages across the spectrum lead their best lives possible.  Of course, we strongly are
against any program or therapy that harms an individual.  However, we have concluded that ABA therapy,
when properly rendered in an ethical manner, is beneficial to individuals who are impacted by autism.  
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